
Overview

The HyperLight® Pull Sleeve Kit is an optional accessory for DVIGear AOC cables that enables installers 
to safely and easily pull bundles of AOC cables through existing conduit without damaging the cables.

Kit Contents

The HyperLight Pull Sleeve Kit consists of the following components:

• HyperLight Pull Sleeve

• HyperLight Cable Pull Cover  (p.n. DVI-2600-AOC-CVR) x 2

The installer will need to provide the following items in order to successfully install the cable:

• Electrical Tape
• Knife for cutting electrical tape

HyperLight Cable Pull Cover

HyperLight Cable Pull Sleeve

 DVI-2600-AOC-PSK
Pull Sleeve Kit

Quick Start Guide
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Installation Instructions

1. Insert each connector label-side up into its respective pull cover, and then close the cover:

2. Unpack the AOC Cable Pulling Eye: 

The HyperLight Pull Sleeve consists of three parts, the Pull Loop, the Pull Cord, and the Flexible 
Sleeving.  The Pull Loop (1), located at the left-most side of the above image, is where the 
installer will attach a cord used to pull the cable bundle.  The Pull Cord (2)  is wrapped around 
the cable(s) to be pulled, and serves as a strength member that protects the cable(s) from 
undue tension.  The Flexible Sleeving (3) covers and protects the cable bundle from getting 
snagged on conduit edges or other cables.  This sleeving is made of flexible plastic netting 
that easily expands and contracts as needed.

3. In order to access the Pull Cord, the Pull Sleeve must be collapsed and reversed.  To do 
this, grab the heat-shrink tubing at the base of the Pull Loop and press inward against the 
sleeve, while pushing the sleeve against the loop.  The sleeve will start to collapse, with 
the loop inside the sleeve:
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4. Once the Pull Loop is inside the sleeve, grab the end of the sleeve and gently pull it away 
from the exposed Pull Cord:

5. Pull the sleeve back until the Pull Cord is fully exposed as shown below:

6. Attach the covered connectors to the Pull Cord.  Starting at the side closest to the 
retracted sleeve, use electrical tape to firmly secure the first cable connector to the Pull 
Cord as shown below:
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7. Each connector should be spaced approximately one inch apart from the end of the connector 
in front of it, this allows for flexibility when traversing conduit elbows.  Connectors should only 
be taped to the Pull Cord, and not to other AOC cables in the bundle:

When finished, the taped connectors should look like this:

8. Wrap the excess Pull Cord around the bundle of cables.  The two ends of the Pull Cord must be 
wrapped in opposite directions, with the two sides crossing over each other as shown below:

9. Next, wrap electrical tape around every crosspoint on the Pull Cord as shown below.  This 
helps join the Pull Cord to the cable bundle:
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10. Continue wrapping and taping the pulling cord until there is around 4-5 inches of pulling 
cord left:

11. Form a termination knot with the remaining Pull Cord in order to maintain tension when 
pulling the bundle.  Start by grabbing both ends of the cord:

12. Next, tuck the ends of the Pull Cord under the wrap on the opposite side of the cable:
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13. Pull the ends tight to tighten the termination knot:

14. Tuck the ends of the Pull Cord into the braids on the sides of the cable as shown below:

15. The Pull Sleeve is now ready to go over the cable bundle.  Push the sleeve back over the bundle 
of cables.  If there are issues getting the sleeve to fit over a connector, apply additional pressure 
to the sleeve and it will expand as needed:
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The Pull Sleeve should end right before the termination knot at the end of the Pull Cord: 

16. Finally, wrap electrical tape around the end of the Pull Sleeve and the termination knot at the 
end of the Pull Cord as shown below.  Once this is done, the cable bundle is ready to be pulled.
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Assembled Cable Bundle Ready for Pulling

17. To pull the cable bundle through the conduit, tie a suitable cord through the Pull Loop on 
the sleeve.  Then, from the other side of the conduit, gently pull the cord.  If resistance is 
encountered, gradually increase the pulling force.  If the cable bundle will not move with 
moderate pulling force, STOP pulling and pull the cable back from the other side.  Please 
examine the fill in the conduit and remove any obstructions, then try pulling the cable bundle 
again.  Cable lubricant may also be used to assist with pulling, and is recommended for 
difficult cable runs.

NOTE: NECA standards for cable runs specify that conduit should be not more than 40% full, 
and should have not more than two 90 degree bends per pull.  The performance of this Pull 
Sleeve Kit may be degraded if these standards are exceeded.

18. Once the cable bundle has been pulled, inspect the Pull Sleeve for any signs or damage.  If 
there are signs of damage on the sleeve, note the location and inspect further in this area 
once the Pull Sleeve has been disassembled. 

19. To disassemble the assembled Pull Sleeve, follow the assembly instructions above in 
reverse. 

NOTE:  The use of knives for disassembly is NOT recommended, as they may damage the cables 
in the bundle.
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